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Introduction 

In the anonymous, mid-fourth century narrative known as the Origo Constantini 

Imperatoris (The Origin of the Emperor Constantine), several apparently remarkable 

statements are made about the moral fibre — or more precisely the lack of it — of the 

enemies of the emperor Constantine.1 Prominent among these villains are Galerius, 

Augustus of the eastern empire (305-311), and his short-lived associate as western 

emperor, Severus (Caesar 305-6; Augustus, 306-7). The relationship between the two 

men, so our anonymous author has it, was based on their shared propensity to heavy 

drinking: ‘Severus Caesar was ignoble both by character and by birth; he was a heavy 

drinker (ebriosus) and for this reason he was a friend of Galerius.’2 Galerius’ own 

fondness for drink and its deleterious effects are soon described: ‘Galerius was such a 

heavy drinker (ebriosus) that, when he was intoxicated, he gave orders such as should not 

be implemented.’3

 

 This paper will explain why it is significant that an emperor should be 

characterized as an ebriosus.4 It will show that emperors described in this fashion were 

not ‘mere’ heavy drinkers, but that allegations of drunkenness were employed to 
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undermine the very legitimacy of their rule. My discussion here will focus primarily on 

texts dealing with emperors of the tetrarchy established by Diocletian and the succeeding 

Constantinian dynasty, so that the material will cover both the political and religious 

rivalries of the late third and early fourth centuries AD. It will emerge that no single 

religious group monopolized this particular vituperative technique, and that the 

connection between drunkenness and illegitimacy was drawn equally by pagans and 

Christians. 

 

Drunkenness And The Construction Of Illegitmacy 

First, why should drunkenness be considered a defect in an emperor? The reason is to be 

sought in the place drunkenness occupied in Roman moral topography, particularly its 

opposition to the valued quality of decorum, which meant proper and dignified behaviour 

that kept inherent vices in check.5 In Cicero’s De Officiis — our best guide to Roman 

political morality — the conduct of a good servant of the state was marked by the display 

of decorum both in private and in public.6 For Cicero, decorum was essential to the 

proper exercise of honestas (honourableness), and thus it was one of the foremost 

qualities that served to distinguish mankind from all other animals.7 This distinction 

between men and beasts was epitomized by their diverging attitudes towards and 

reactions to lusts and pleasures. Animals, being governed by the appetites of their bodies, 

easily succumbed to sensual temptations; but men, who were characterized by reason, 

ought to be able to shun them.8 Such attitudes to lusts and pleasures had profound 

implications for the conduct of politicians. Because of the heavy responsibilities of 

government, the behaviour of men holding political office should be characterized by the 
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same qualities as might be found in a state’s laws.9 In other words, statesmen took on the 

characteristics of the state, and as such they ought to embody its virtues.10 It was 

precisely their possession of these virtues that legitimated their hold on power; 

consequently, to compromise these values by succumbing to base passions would have 

had the effect of undermining a statesman’s authority.11

 

The idea that a statesman should embody the virtues of the state was given a new 

focus with the advent of the Augustan principate: now it was the emperor above all others 

who should personify political decorum.12 Inscriptions and coin legends disseminated 

this message of imperial virtue throughout Italy and the provinces, advertising the 

emperor as the upholder of personal and political rectitude.13 The force of this association 

was apparent from the outset in the character of Augustus’ moral reforms which 

explicitly sought to undo the excesses of the late Republic.14 Moreover, the identification 

of emperors from Augustus onwards with qualities such as clementia, libertas, and 

moderatio advertised not only the their adherence to ancestral values, but also their 

devotion to good government in keeping with the rules of decorum, as well as with the 

expectations of their subjects.15 In this system, any emperor who did not show self-

control was considered to be deficient in imperial virtues. This was precisely the point of 

the damning portrait of the emperor Claudius painted in Seneca’s satire the 

Apocolocyntosis: not only does the Claudius presented there explicitly lack certain 

virtues, he also possesses an abundance of manifest vices.16  
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 These ideas continued to prevail in the late empire. For example, incidents of 

extreme rage — such as Theodosius I’s massacre of civilians at Thessalonica in 390 — 

still required ostentatious displays of clementia and moderatio to calm the uneasiness of 

the emperor’s subjects.17 Lapses into anger, after all, suggested a bestial nature quite 

unbecoming in a civilized man, hinting that he was descending to the level of a 

barbarian.18 Ammianus Marcellinus, writing at the end of the fourth century, was critical 

of the excessive and unpredictable behaviour of Valentinian I (western Augustus, 364-

75).19 The emperor’s short temper showed, so Ammianus complained, that ‘he had surely 

forgotten that rulers ought to avoid all excesses (omnia nimia), just as if they were 

precipitous cliffs.’20 Now Valentinian was no heavy drinker (as indeed Ammianus points 

out),21 but a propensity to drunkenness would have made such losses of self-control 

altogether more likely. Elsewhere in his history, Ammianus described the fabled 

bibulousness of the Gauls in precisely these terms: among this race, he remarks, ‘the 

senses are weakened by continual intoxication, which in Cato’s view is a voluntary kind 

of madness (furoris uoluntarium speciem).’22 Here Ammianus is picking up on the 

common assertion that drunkenness loosened all those restraints by which vices might be 

held in check.23. In other words, the dangers posed by drunkenness were precisely those 

posed by a lack of decorum. Any emperor who, like Galerius or Severus, was an ebriosus 

did not — indeed could not — embody these virtues as he should. Rather, a drunken 

emperor was one whose vices lacked restraint, and who was susceptible, therefore, to 

extreme acts of bestial and barbaric wickedness. 
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 The Roman polemical tradition had long drawn a connection between private 

immorality and public disgrace. Just as virtues could provide material for praise, so vice 

could be seized upon for the purposes of invective.24 In terms of drunkenness, Cicero 

himself exploited the opportunities quite mercilessly in his invectives against Mark 

Antony.  In his second Philippic, for example, Cicero remarks that Antony’s excessive 

drinking at a friend’s wedding party would have been bad enough as a private vice; what 

made it worse, however was that the morning after, when he was addressing the Roman 

assembly, he vomited all over himself and the platform from which he was speaking.25 

For vituperative purposes, then, it was easy to draw a connection between private 

drinking and allegations of public incapacity, and when applied to a character like 

Antony, it impugned the validity of his political authority. This was a moral paradigm 

destined to have a long history: at the very end of antiquity, a collection of moral exempla 

from Gaul includes the reproof from a father to his drunken son that ‘a man who advises 

others ought to be able to control himself.’26 As for emperors, Ammianus had noted that 

Valentinian I’s short-lived predecessor Jovian (Augustus 363-4) had been a glutton, too 

fond of wine and sex — but the historian hoped that Jovian, in recognition of his imperial 

status, would have abandoned such vices had he ruled for longer.27 Moreover, such 

condemnations could provide opportunities for scathing humour. Cicero’s account of 

Antony’s vices, including his heavy drinking, seems to have been constructed quite 

deliberately to provoke laughter by appealing to certain comic archetypes.28 Indeed, in 

his treatise on oratorical technique, Cicero recommended the polemical use of humour to 

diminish an opponent in the eyes of the audience.29 In particular, he designated whatever 

was morally reprehensible (turpitudo) as a target for humorous invective.30 By directing 
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attacks on such instances of deviant behaviour, humour could be used to reinforce a 

polemicist’s ideal of the social order.31 Accusations of drunkenness, then, had the effect 

of making their targets appear at once ridiculous and loathsome. 

 

This was precisely the strategy employed by the anonymous author of the Origo 

Constantini Imperatoris when he asserted that Galerius and Severus were heavy drinkers. 

By ridiculing them as repositories of vice when, as emperors, they ought to have been 

paragons of virtue, he sought to impugn the very legitimacy of their tenure of the throne. 

We can begin now to appreciate why our author should have claimed that Severus was a 

friend of Galerius because he was an ebriosus. This was a judgement on the moral 

character of the two emperors and, by extension, of their regimes. In similar fashion, the 

Christian rhetor Lactantius, author of the vitriolic pamphlet On the Deaths of the 

Persecutors (De Mortibus Persecutorum), explains how Diocletian (Galerius’ 

predecessor) and his co-emperor Maximian were drawn together: 

Maximian was not unlike Diocletian; for they could not have joined in such 

faithful friendship had not the one mind, the same way of thinking, as well as 

equal resolve and identical opinion been found in them both.32

 

Yet this was a meeting of minds of the worst possible kind, since Lactantius portrays both 

Diocletian and Maximian as men guilty of the most atrocious breaches of decorum. 

Diocletian was a man of ‘insatiable greed’, while Maximian’s extraordinary appetites 

extended to sexual excesses with men and women alike.33 This is precisely how the 

author of the Origo made the association between Galerius and Severus hinge upon their 
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fondness for drink: like Diocletian and Maximian, they were men drawn together by a 

shared taste for debauchery.34

The effect of such imagery is driven home by the stark contrast that Lactantius 

draws between the persecutors and their Christian adversaries. A glimmer of the Origo’s 

drunken Galerius can be seen in Lactantius’ characterization of that emperor’s mother. 

She is portrayed as a semi-barbarian pied piper, leading her neighbours down the road of 

debauchery and excess. Lactantius remarks how she was ‘an extremely superstitious 

woman who worshipped the gods of the mountains (deorum montium cultrix)’, in whose 

honour ‘she held sacrificial feasts almost daily, and gave banquets for her neighbours.’35 

How different were the local Christians who refused to succumb to such temptations, and 

who, while these pagan festivities were in full swing, would devote themselves to fasting 

and prayer.36 But Lactantius’ most successful deployment of such rhetoric is used to 

extol Constantine’s virtues. When the time comes, at the abdication of Diocletian and 

Maximian, to choose new Caesars to join the tetrarchy, Constantine would seem to 

embody all those qualities most need in an emperor. He was: 

a young man of the greatest integrity, and the most deserving of imperial rank, 

whose remarkable physical presence, together with his upright habits (decoru 

habitu), military industry, moral probity (probis moribus), and incomparable 

affability, meant that he was loved by all the troops, as well as being favoured by 

the citizens.37

In appalling counterpoint to this paragon of excellence stands the character of Severus, 

the man chosen as Caesar in Constantine’s stead. Like the author of the Origo, Lactantius 

presents him as an ebriosus, who drinks so heavily that for him ‘night is as day and day is 
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as night.’38

 

Constructed Drinking 

So far we have seen the enemies of Constantine presented as men given over to excess, 

and that this is frequently symbolized by their propensity to drunkenness. We ought to be 

suspicious that this is a partisan perspective reflecting the prejudices of pro-Constantinian 

sources, especially when Constantine himself emerges, as he does in Lactantius, as a 

model of decorum. Our suspicions ought to be aroused further by reflecting on the 

significance attached to drinking in the Roman literature of praise and invective. 

Furthermore, in late antiquity, as in earlier periods of Roman history, the rituals of 

drinking assumed enormous social importance, particularly in the lives of the élite. 

‘Drinking’, as Mary Douglas has noted, ‘is essentially a social act, performed in a 

recognized social context’, and that in most societies there are ‘rules about where, when, 

and what to drink, and in whose company.’39 Recent work on drinking in antiquity has 

stressed similar patterns.40 When Cicero portrayed Antony spewing all over himself and 

the speaker’s platform, he did so to an audience who accepted that drinking belonged to 

the elaborate social rituals of aristocratic society, whether at banquets (conuiuia, epulae) 

or at religious celebrations (such as Saturnalia). Yet the same audience accepted that, for 

the purposes of political ridicule, heavy drinkers like Antony could be portrayed as 

having breached the rules that circumscribed social drinking.41 So too the accusations of 

drunkenness levelled against Constantine’s enemies were made against a background 

where social drinking remained a norm for the social élite. Sumptuously appointed dining 
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rooms (triclinia) in villas and townhouses throughout the empire show in spectacular 

fashion how such structured drinking rituals persisted into late antiquity.42

 

Drunkenness, like any value-laden concept, was elastic, and could be manipulated 

to suit particular polemical contexts. The portrayal of Constantine’s enemies as 

illegitimate debauchees was a finely modelled one, exploiting the worst possible 

interpretations of specific characteristics. For example, both Lactantius and the 

ecclesiastical historian Eusebius of Caesarea describe Galerius’ immense physique as a 

grotesque manifestation of his moral depravity. Lactantius is particularly eloquent on this 

score, describing how the emperor’s ‘body imitated his morals (corpus moribus 

congruens)’, with his ‘vast fleshy expanses extended and bloated to horrendous 

immensity.’43 Lactantius prefaces this description of Galerius’ obesity with a sketch of 

the fundamental flaws in the emperor’s character: he was a man of bestial and barbaric 

nature, possessed of a savageness alien to Roman ways.44 Hence Galerius’ horrifying 

girth symbolized not only his personal depravity; it was above all an outward sign of his 

unsuitability to the position of emperor. 

 

Yet this was not the only possible interpretation of Galerius’ physique, in that 

corpulence could be considered as a sign of good qualities in an emperor. Certain 

portraits identified as Constantine’s erstwhile ally, the eastern Augustus Licinius (308-

24), show him as fat-faced and heavy jowled, with a jaunty smile playing across his lips. 

This image may have been designed to emphasize Licinius’ energy, strength, and power, 

as well as his jovial amenability.45 So the corpulence that Lactantius and Eusebius 
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interpreted as an outward sign of Galerius’ inner depravity was used by Licinius to assert 

his imperial virtues. On the face of it, this seems a startling contradiction, but it accords 

well with ancient physiognomical practice. It was not corpulence itself that was bad so 

much as the quality of the expansive flesh: if it was solid, thick and dry, it could represent 

power and strength; but if it was soft, flabby, and moist, then it reflected inner 

depravity.46

 

In time, however, Licinius too was excoriated as a villain, and in typical fashion, 

the traits that he had once stressed as signs of his virtue were now twisted to become 

symbols of his wickedness. While Eusebius would condemn him in rather stock fashion 

for his depraved lust,47 the History of Constantine by the Athenian author Praxagoras — 

now lost, and known only though a Byzantine summary — hit rather closer to the heart of 

Licinius’ own image, making an issue of how he had ‘masked his cruelty beneath a 

kindly appearance (œkrupte … t¾n çmÒthta filanqrwp…aj prosc»mati).’48 So much for 

the jaunty smile shown in Licinius’ portraits: if for Licinius it was representative of his 

benevolence, in Praxagoras’ hands it became an emblem of a tyrant’s cruel 

dissimulation.49 As we will see now, this malleability of imperial public images in the 

hands of polemicists was a fate which was to befall even Constantine himself, as 

disgruntled pagan authors after the mid-fourth century began to look to him as the source 

of the empire’s ills. Once again, images of drunkenness were evoked, this time to ridicule 

the emperor whom Lactantius had upheld as the embodiment of imperial decorum. 
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The Excesses Of Constantine 

The most complete pagan narrative of Constantine’s reign is contained in the late fifth 

century New History by Zosimus. In this account, Constantine is described as a bastard 

son of a harlot; a man whose moral laxity led him to weaken the empire’s defences; and a 

coward whose only reason for converting to Christianity was to gain absolution for his 

murder of his son Crispus and the empress Fausta.50 According to the ninth century 

Byzantine patriarch and bibliophile Photius, Zosimus’ narrative was essentially 

plagiarized from the earlier (and now fragmentary) History after Dexippus written by the 

militant pagan Eunapius of Sardis in the early fifth century.51 Eunapius’ History, 

however, has not survived the censorship of Byzantine editors who were shocked by its 

hostile assessments of Christian emperors, especially Constantine.52 Indeed, even within 

his own lifetime, Eunapius had been forced to revise the work, and excise from it many 

of his most pungent anti-Christian jibes.53

 

Very little about Constantine may be found in the scraps of Eunapius’ History that 

have come down to us, but a glimpse of what it might have said can be gleaned from his 

extant work on the Lives of the Philosophers and Sophists (Vitae Sophistarum). In the 

Lives, Constantine is portrayed as a venal and inept emperor who, among many other 

crimes, allows himself to be seduced by his wicked praetorian prefect Ablabius into 

condemning to death the pagan sage Sopater.54 Sopater himself is likened by Eunapius to 

the classical philosopher Socrates, whom the Athenians considered the ‘walking image of 

wisdom’, and whom they should not have condemned to death had they not been 

corrupted by drunkenness, madness, and licence at the festival of Dionysus, the god of 
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wine.55 So too Sopater’s condemnation was the product of a regime blighted by 

drunkenness. First, Eunapius describes in bleak terms how the new capital of the empire, 

Constantinople, was filled with: 

the intoxicated multitude (tÕn meqÚonta … dÁmon) that Constantine had 

transported to Byzantium by emptying other cities … because he loved to be 

applauded in the theatres by men overwhelmed by debauchery (parabluzÒntwn 

kraip£lhj ¢nqrèpwn).56

Later on, when a shortage of grain supplies threatened famine on the city, Constantine 

was faced by an abrupt cessation of this drunken approval (sp£nij Ãn toà meqÚontoj 

™pa…nou). The emperor panicked, and Ablabius seized this opportunity to persuade 

Constantine that Sopater had induced the crisis. The sage had cast a magic spell, so 

Ablabius claimed, which had obstructed the winds that brought the grain ships to 

Constantinople. It was enough to gain Sopater’s condemnation.57 Eunapius uses the 

drunken crowds of Constantinople as a device to undermine the legitimacy of 

Constantine’s rule. The emperor’s deplorable susceptibility to drunken adulation robbed 

him of the one man who by reasoned argument could have checked his intemperate 

policies. In the end, however, Constantine was left at the mercy of the dissipated 

Ablabius who, far from influencing the emperor with reason, controlled him just as a 

demagogue might an unruly mob.58 The implication is clear. Just as the drunkenness of 

the Athenians had prompted them to murder Socrates and so hasten the decline of their 

city and of Hellas as a whole,59 so Constantine’s pathetic vulnerability to the whims of 

his drunken subjects led him to condemn Sopater, and so undermine the security of the 

Roman empire. 
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While Eunapius was particularly outspoken in his insinuations against 

Constantine’s probity, he was not the first to deploy images of debauchery to deride the 

Christian emperor’s reputation. That distinction went to the man who, because of his 

energetic efforts to restore paganism, seems to have been the hero of Eunapius’ History: 

the emperor Julian (361-3). Among his surviving works is that commonly known as the 

Caesares (but actually entitled the Symposion or Kronia), a satire composed at Antioch in 

362, which describes a banquet of the gods at which various Roman emperors — together 

with Julius Caesar and Alexander the Great — are called upon to compete against each 

other in virtue.60 Because the gods also want to be amused by this contest, Zeus summons 

one further emperor to act as a comic stooge during the debates. The man chosen for this 

role is Constantine, and his efforts to defend his reputation are ridiculed at every turn.61 

That Constantine is Zeus’ choice for this ludicrous spectacle has less to do with his 

cowardly qualities — although he is said to prefer bribing barbarians to fighting them — 

than with his devotion to a life of pleasure and enjoyment.62 At the end, when the gods 

award the prize for virtue to Marcus Aurelius (no surprise there!63), they command the 

defeated contestants to chose particular gods as guardians and guides.64 This provides an 

opportunity to poke fun not just at Constantine, but at Christianity too.65 When the 

pathetic figure of Constantine cannot find any god whose morals match his own, he ends 

up running after Tryphē, the personification of decadence.66 She takes pity on him, and 

leads him off to her friend Asōtia, the personification of dissoluteness. Constantine 

discovers that Asōtia is already embracing a partner of her own, none other than Jesus 

Christ, who invites all manner of reprobates to come to him and be washed with water — 
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an obvious parody of baptism. At once, Constantine realizes that this is the place for 

him.67

 

The function of this scathing satire is not difficult to divine. Although he was 

himself a scion of the Constantinian house, he had little affection for Constantine himself. 

After all, Constantine had shown by his conversion to Christianity that he was an enemy 

of the pagan gods whose worship Julian now sought to restore. By ridiculing Constantine 

and his religion, Julian plainly impugned his legitimacy as emperor. But equally, by 

doing so, Julian risked undermining his own position as a descendant of Constantine, so 

he needed to find some way of rehabilitating the family’s reputation. This he managed to 

achieve by emphasizing the virtues of Claudius II (268-70), the emperor claimed to have 

been the progenitor of the house of Constantine, and of Constantius I (305-6), 

Constantine’s father.68 In the context of the satire, the ruse works, and it is only out of 

regard for such distinguished ancestors that the family is not utterly damned.69 Of course, 

Julian stops short of making any explicit accusation of drunkenness against Constantine, 

but his emphasis on the first Christian emperor’s addiction to pleasure and debauchery 

leave us in no doubt as to Julian’s belief in Constantine’s moral degeneracy.70 From here 

it was a comparatively small step for Eunapius to take when he embellished his account 

of Constantine’s reign with images of drunkenness. 

 

Conclusion 

The image of Constantine as a slave to pleasure and debauchery is a disconcerting one to 

those versed in a Christian tradition that has tended to emphasize his virtues. It is a 
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reminder, however, that the image of the emperor which has been handed on to posterity 

was produced in a polemical context, where the fine detail of what Constantine’s 

achievements often counted for less than his reputation as religious innovator.71 

Lactantius, a Christian, had extolled Constantine as the embodiment of imperial decorum; 

the author of the Origo had implied it; both had buttressed the image by lampooning 

Constantine’s enemies as debauchees, especially in terms of their immoderate drinking. 

These were caricatures of course, but their deployment sought to make their authors’ 

arguments more persuasive. In so doing, Lactantius and the anonymous author of the 

Origo appealed to archetypes of imperial behaviour which taught that bad emperors were 

characterized by a propensity to drink heavily, an indulgence that made it difficult, indeed 

impossible, to control base passions as a good emperor should. It is hardly surprising, 

then, that those who wrote to defend Constantine and his religious beliefs should have 

chosen to portray his enemies as villainous reprobates with a fondness for booze. The 

picture could so easily have been different, and in the works of Julian, Eunapius, and 

Zosimus we catch a glimpse of an opposing perspective. When mounting Christian 

intolerance undermined the social and cosmic order that had been upheld by devotion to 

Rome’s ancestral gods, defensive pagans were forced to reassess the role in this process 

played by Constantine. In their turn, pagan zealots appealed to the same archetypes of 

drunkenness and illegitimacy as the pro-Constantinian sources had done previously. The 

images of emperors as good or bad men were largely contingent upon the aims of a 

particular polemicist. When emperors were labelled as heavy drinkers, of their reigns 

were stigmatized as being pervaded by a drunken atmosphere, these should not be 

mistaken for accounts of actual bibulousness. Rather, they served to locate those 
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emperors and their regimes in the darkest and most foetid corners of late antiquity’s 

moral landscape. 72
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